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Integrate logistics data intelligently

bisoft PLG secures traceability of your inco-

ming and outgoing material, serial numbers and 

batches. Recording, checking, documenting and 

archiving are the standards here – all quite auto-

matically and online. Plausibility checks of formu-

las and incoming articles are optional. In addition, 

production stock rooms can be depicted. Transport 

orders for in-plant logistics round off the module. 

Online recording, checking and visualizing of data 

can be integrated into the escalation management 

of bisoft MES. Warning messages can be visualized 

by SMS, mail or by digital displays.

Integration of logistics data guaran-

tees traceability in production.

bisoft PLG Advantages at a Glance: 

  Limitation of product liability

  Higher planning accuracy

  Exact identification of errors

  Avoid damage to company image

  Traceability of incoming and outgoing 

 materials, serial numbers and batches

  Plausibility checks of formulas

  Depiction of production stock rooms

  Transport orders for in-plant logistics

  Integration of logistics data from processing 
 into MES Solution



PLG OVERVIEW:

Example: Through-put times
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bisoft PLG 

bisoft PLG provides all-over traceability of a product 

and all its components by complete documentation 

of the supply and process chain. This ensures that 

information is available on suppliers and processes 

involved in the construction of every product sold on 

the market, including identification of the raw goods, 

auxiliaries and utilities used and processed.

Traceability systems are usually installed for product 

liability reasons. In some branches, for instance in the 

food industry, traceability systems are statutory. In 

other branches, e.g. in the automotive industry, custo-

mers demand reliable traceability as part of quality 

expectations. In addition, many norms and standards 

exist which also stipulate batch traceability. Tracea-

bility is thus already today obligatory for a growing 

number of businesses.

A functioning system of traceability is profitable also 

for manufacturers who are not yet affected by this 

regulation. The advantages are found especially in 

improved transparency of commodity flow and the 

potential of superior and swift reaction to crisis situa-

tions. Linkage to upstream and downstream systems is 

understood and guarantees an efficient workflow.

gbo datacomp as a comprehensive solutions provi-

der in the area of production management systems 
(MES) will increase the competitive capabilities of your 
company. More than 30 years experience in software 
development and innovative hardware products have 

convinced notable companies at home and abroad. 

Currently gbo serves more than 850 system solutions 
with 14.500 users and more than 100.000 modern 
terminals worldwide.

Our solutions stand for more efficiency in processing 
and production. Hardware and software solutions for 
all enterprise sizes are functional, technically mature 
and flexible.

gbo datacomp 

transparent – efficient – cost-saving


